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1'

'Ihe Appellant Dr. Brenda Berge appeals from the decision of the Discipline Panel

(Panel) of the College of Audiologists and Speer;h Language Pathologists of Ontario (CASLPO)
made on March 31,'2015 Appellpnts' Appeal Ilook and Compendium (AB&C Tab 4) finding

her guilty of professi<lnal miscon<luct in relation to a very nanow issue; the use of the Doctor

title by a person wlxl is a member of the Colllge and who holds an earned clinical doctorate
degree

in the discipline of audioiogy, the discipline in whictr she is registered by the College.

The appellant also appeals from the penalty imposed and the r:osts ordered against her, (AB&C

Tab 5)

PARI]

2.

II . OVERVTEW
This case is unique. The yery act foun.d to constitute professional misconriuct is that

which the College llrrough its \egistrar in January 2009 submitted (Registrar's Submission
AB&C Tab 12) to the Minister of Flealth and Long-Term Care (the "Minister") wouldlbenefit the

z

patients and the public and would cause
no harm. The Minister's own statutor:ily created
advisory committee, the Flealth Frofessions Re1;ulatory
Council (,,HPRAC) , after a thorough
review (AB&C Tab 1 1 p. -t 13- I 1 8) concluded in April
2006 thatmembers of a collerge, such as

Dr' Berge, who hold an earned doctorate degree in audiology,
the discipline in which she is
registered with the college should be able to us,e
the titie doctor in the course of providing or

offering health care to rhe public. (AB&c rab 1 r p,
169-174)

3'

The Registrar of ther college, while stron5dy supporting
the Regulated Health professions

Act's (hereinafter RHPA) stated goals, which include protecting
the public fiom

harm,

promoting high quality cate and treatirrg health professionals
in an equitable manner, found no

justification to prolong the exclusion of
audiologists with clinical doctoral degrees from using
the title doctor when treating patier{ts. (AB&C Tab 12 p. g).
4,

4.

The Registrar's Sutrmissiori supported the recommendation
made by HpRAC in order ,,to

meet standards of fairness. consistd ncy and reason".
The Registrar stated prohibiting; the use
the

title "doctor" while providing

of

I oaltlL care services by audiologists with doctoral dersrees does

not meet the objective of providin$rhigh quality oare and
treating health care professionals in an
equitable manner. (AB&C Tab 12,p,4'),

5.

The Registtat made it clear that: (a) there is no evidence
that patients who are consumers

of health care ate un€tware of diffe[ent
and (b) precluding audiolol]ists

educationLal routes that lead.to

with doctoral

degrrees

clinical doctoral degrees;

from identifying themselves as doctor does

compromise patients' ability to make informed rlecisions
when selecting health care providers
and unfairly r'rndermines tlte legitinlacy of audioJogists'
academic achievements. yet despite its
submissions to the Ministr:r of Health stating that

it agreed there is no valid justification for

restricting persons such as Dr. Berge from using the title
doctor, the College prosecuted her and

found her guilty of professional misconduct for doing that
which
causes no harm and crezLtes no confusion for the patients,

6'

it finds

(AB&c rab r2o

benefits the public,

g_9).

The allegations, ther hearing'an<l the findirlgs were brought
and made despite rthe fact that

no regulation under the prrovisions o.f the RHI'A establishing
the College makes any direct
reference to using or prohibiting the use of the title
doctor. Nor is there any regulal;ion dealing

directly with advertising or conveying information such
as the use of the title d'ctor while
providing or offering hearing care. s.33 of the RHPA (AB&c
Tab 13 p, 413) restricts the use of
the title doctor or any variations or abbreviations to members
of the college of chiropractors,
optometrists, Physicians and Surgeons, Psychologists, Royal
College of Dentists, Nlaturopaths,

Traditional chinese Medjcine practitioners antl Acupuncturists.
s.33 (1),

(r.l), (2); (2.r)

(AB&C Tab 13 p. a13). A breaoh of the restriction is an
offence (s.40 (2) RHP.A) (AB&C
Tab 13, p' a13). While the Minister may make: regulations
allowing for the use ,of the title

"doctor" ot avanation or abbreviation (s.a3 (1) (d) RHPA)

(All&c

Tab 13 p.a3)none is made

for members of the college of Audiology and no explanation given
is
for the expansion of the

right in 2013 from the original 5 to others
Q\aturopaths, and Traditional chineser Medicine
Practitioners and Acupuncturists). FurttLer, while the college
in its ,,position Statement,, suggests

how members of the Colle;ge may use the title, the members
run the risk of being founcl guilty
of professional misconducr. if they don't use it as exampled, (AB&c
rab 14 p. 4r4),
7

'

The constitutional component of this appeal deals with the
College seekirrg to limit

Dr' Berge's charter right to freedorn ol expressionprotected
by s. 2(b) (AB&c Tab 15 p. 416).
The scope and extent of that freedom allows her to convey
to her patients and the public in
general that she has a certeLin level df training which,
in turn, allows for the public to receive that

4

information and to be properly infor:me<l so as to make choices
they are entitled to rnake. The
Panel clearly ened in law by giving s.2 (b) a narrow, restrictive
and erroneous interprrotation and

in finding s.2 (b) was not engaged. section 2(b) having been
breached by s.33 of the RHpA and

the government having failed to justify the breach under
s.l (AB&c Tab 15
Charter s'33 is of no force or effect pursuant to s.52(1)
of the Constitution

p.

416)

of the

Act r9g2. (AB&C Tab

15 p. 416).

8'

In dealing with the administraiive/statutory

issues

it is submitted that the college

had no

jurisdiction to hold a Discipline He4ring as: (a)
the Regulation under which the conduct set out

in the Notices of Hearing was judged failed to define the standards
of conduct required

and

merely delegated its powers to the College; (b) the failure to provide
a French versrion of the
Regulation violated the riglrts guaranteed by s.86 of the RHpA;
(c) the disciplinary pr:ocess was
used to find a breach of what was an offence creal;ed
by the RHPA which could only
a

bro

found by

court; and (d) the mandatory provisions of the RHPA Procedur.al
Code were not complied with.

PART
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III

- SUMMARY OF'THE F'ACTS

The principal facts relied on in support of this appeal are
found in the evide.nce of Dr.

Brenda Berge, the evidence of Dri Lamy Engelmann, the
advice of HpRAC provided to the
Minister pursuant to the

re<1uest

by the Minister, the Registrar's Submissions in January, 2009
to

the Minister regarding the HPRAC advice as to the use of the
title doctor and the Agreed
Statement of Facts. Additional facts relied on

will

be those found in the evidence oll Dr. Hish

Husein, a Doctor of Audiology, and Melisse Willems, both
ca.[ed as witnesses for the Collese
and Ms. Allison Henry, a witness cafled by the government.

Dr. Berge's Affidavit

10'

Dr' Brenda Berge is a Doctor of Audioiogy, practicing

of ontario since

as an audiologist

1999 and operates as Berge l{earing Clinic

in the province

in Guelph, ontario. The latter

practice provides complete and complehensive
audio vestibular care for patientii including
audiological diseases/disorders, auditory processing disorders,
tinnitus, and vestibular disorders.

(AB&C Tab

i1'

16

p.4I7

para 1,2).

Dr' Berge obtained the AuD. (Doctor of Audiology) degree

in

lggT fiom Ball State

University in Muncie, Indiana usA with her clinical rotation
sites completed at the Mayo

Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota and the lrTational Institutes of Health
C\I.I.H.) in
Bethesda Maryland. She earned her Master

of Science

degree

in Audiology in 1995 from

Purdue University and her HonourslBachelor of Arts degree
in psycholo gy

university in St, catherine's ontario. AB&c rab

12'

16

in l992fiom

Brock

p. 417-4lg para3,4),

rn 1997 Dr' Berge earned a Post-Doctoral Fellowship in neuroanatomy
from Dartmouth

university Medical school-Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical cenler
in New Hampshire USA and
has been the recipient of the David Goiclstein Awnrd from
the Academy of Doctors of

Audiology

which recognized her accompiishrrients in making significant
contributions to the profession by
promoting the transformation of audiology to a d<lctoral profession
with the Audiology degree

as

the distinctive designator" (AB&C Tab 16, para4_7).

13

'

Dr' Berge stated that her goal w,m to develop

a

practice pursuing excellence as a result

of

her younger brothel havintr; hearing loss since bir:th and not
receiving proper diagnosl.ic process
and rehabilitative care under the

old.r

system. (AB&c rab 16, p. 419 para 3 g).

6

14. Dr, Berge's statement that the Colle55e

has engaged in

a biased, abusive

and

discriminatory campaign against her in response to her utilization
of her degree designation of

Doctor of Audiology (AB&C Tab I 6

p. 420 parc 9) is uncontested

evidence demonstrates tho unconstitutional effer:t on Dr, Berge

and uncontradioted" This

of the College,s use of

the

prohibition found in s. 33 otf the RHPA.

15'
as

it

Dr' Berge

states theLt

from 2009 the College itself suggested ways to use the t*rm doctor

creates no harm or con.Fusion.

16.

(AB&c rab

16 p.

42r,para i0, 11).

The reason for the use of the title is to convey information in the
best intertxts of the

public and the patients as

it

allows the patient to make an informed choice

as

to the type of

doctor with whom they aro choosing to book a consultation. There
is also the uncorntradicted
evidence of

Dr' Berge tha1. she has treinted over

mistake as to whether she

17

'

isr a

medical doctor.

8000 patients without anyone ever making a

(All&c rab 1d p. 423,para

1g).

In ontario the use of the term doctor will include doctors of traditional
Chinese medicine

and acupuncture, and the public apparently is no longer confused by
them using the title doctor.

In addition, the patient's belief and knowledge is confirmed when the patient attends

1he

offices

and views the degrees which stipulate exactly the type of doctor
and the degree as earned by that

particular practitioner. (r\B&C Tab 16 p. 423,para 1g),

Dr. Larry Eneelmann

18'

Dr. Engelmarur had expertise regarding the use of the title doctor in the
United States and

the issue of whether there was any confusion regarding the use of the title 6octor
by

an

audiologist who has earnerd an audio[ogy doctoratr: degree with other members
of the professions

that are exempted from the prohibltion in using the term doctor. Neither the College
nor

the

7

government in this case provirled any such expert to deal with
the issue. (AB&C Tab 17 p.42t;-425, para

2,3,p.425,para5).

19'

Dr. Engelmann stsLted that in his experience and in his understanding of the laws

governing the use of the tetm doctor the vague concept

of confusion is not merrtioned or

addressed. He did not agrere that the public is confused about whether
audiologists are medical

doctors. (AB&C Tab 17 p.427 para13,p.429-a3\.

20'

Dr, Engelmann refeffed to a 2004 email from Mr. Hodgson, a former Regisl;rar of the

College, communicating with Dr. Goldstein about the doctor of audiology
degree which showed
the College set aside $100,000.00 per year to educate the public with respect to qualifications
in

order to allow them to difltrentiate between the educational levels that Doctors of :\udiology
have achieved from other iLrdividuatrs that perform hearing screenings and sell hearing
aicls. It is

not only to inform the public of the difference between arr audiologist with a lDoctor of
Audiology degree and one v''ithout one but also to differentiate the doctors of audiolog;r from the
hearing aid salesmen and those who merely perform hearing screenings. (AB&C
Tab

.17

p, 432-

433).

2L

Dr. Engelmarur

rna<1e

it clear thal in dealing with the purpose of transitioning aucliology

to a doctoring profession, the motivation was not to get the title doctor. He stated ,,regardless
of

what you read, ot the indirect innuendos that other people might whisper or say .,they just
wanted to be a doctoring profession;they just wanted to call thernselves doctor', I

will 6ispel that

myth right now. That was ttot the r4otivating factor at a\l. You can go back and look in the old
papers that were written

up' It's as rirofessionals, our duties and responsibitities first c.me to the

patient. Over and above oul'own neods and wants. So, while the movement
towards aurliology to

8

elevate the doctoring standard benefirts the profession,
the ultimate outcome is that

patient care. And that's what it's all about.,,

(AB&c

Tab 17

it trenefits the

p" 435_436).

Evidence of Dr. Hish Huq,lein

22'

Dr' Husein,

a witness

for the College, informs the public in his advertising, that
he has

a

Doctor of Audiology and is Hamilton's only Doctor of
Audiology. He does so in ord,er to ,,allow
the public to make informed choices

care'"

as;

to whiclL Audiologist they choose to go to fbr hearing

He has never received a complaint from th.e College
for conveying that informzrtion to the

public' (AB&C Tab

18

p.zl37). When he uses the term Doctor of Audiology in his

ads, he is not

trying to confuse anybody but is "trying to let people know that
those are the qualifications of
good clinician". (AB&C 'Iab 18

p. 431-438). He has never been told that that

a

confuses the

public' There is nothing vrong in conveying to the public his d,egree
designation. I{e doesn,t
think the public woulclbe confused. (AB&C Tab 1g p. 437_43g).

PART

IV.

ISSUES ITA{SED AND ATIIGUMENT

ISSUE 1: WHETHER s. :33 AND s" 40(2) OF T'
,4C?BREACHES s.2(b) OF THE CANADIAN
Section 2(b) Protects
the Charter

23

'

All Iiorms of Exp,ression and

S. 33 of the

RHpA breaches

s. 2 (b)

of

Freedom of expression makes llossible our liberty, our creativity
and our democracy.

The values underlying tlie right to free expression includes r;elf
fulfilment, finding the truth
through the open exchange of idea, 4nd the political discourse
ftrndamental to democraoy.
R, v. sharpe
I?00!l si.c.J, No,13
Authorities (ABA T'ab 1)

per:

Mclachlin c.J.c. para2r,23. Appellant,s Book of

9

24'

Dr' Brenda Eerge is a health care provirier who has the earned
academic and clinical

training and expertise to tr:eat patients in the discipline
of audiology and is registered by the

college' She seeks to express her qualifications to treat patients
and to inform the public as to
those qualifications. Public consumers of health c;are and
in particular in this case corsumers

of

audiological services have a constitutionally guaranteed right
to know the clinical ancl academic
qualifications their healtli

25'

c;are

producers have.

In all of its cases interpreting s,2(b) of the charter, the supreme
court of canadahas

affirmed thaL any activity, be it action or speech, lhat conveys
or attempts to convey meaning, is

constitutionally proteoted and all manner

of expressive activities qualified for

constitutional

protection' The only fbrms of expression not guaranteed
under s. 2(b) are threats of violence or

violent forms of expression. See R, v. Keegstra
U9901 S.C.J. No.

2)' R'v' Khawaia l20r2l

iS.C'J.

13

|

atpara24-34 riAElA Tab

No.69 atpara65-71(ABA Tab 3). The Court has rejecre d any

distinction between expression which is plotected and expression
which is not on the basis of the
content ofthe expression or the value

26.

ofit,

To ho1d, as did the Pane1, tlirat expressing; qualifications to
treatpatients by Dr. Berge is

not within the scope of protection guaranteed by s.2 (b) of the
Charler is clearly errorLeous. The
use

of

a professional

title is expressive

t.md aimecl at

conveying meaning, namely a certain level

of expertise and competence. Section 33 restrictri the content of
the expression. The resfriction

of a member's right to call herself tDoctor as a result of her earned degree
and to aclve.rtise

as

such breaches Dr. Brenda Eierge,s frpedom of expression guaranteed
by s. 2(b) of the Charter.

27'

ln Rocket, [19901 S'c.J. 65 atpara20-26 (ABA Tab 4) the Court held
that fi:eedom of

expression protected by s. 2 (b) of
lhe Charter irrcludes commercial speech such as advertisins

10

one's professional qualifications. The Court said that there was an important public
interest
served by commercial expression, namely that

economic choices...

by

errhancing the ability

Mclachlin J. (as she then was) atparagraph

28'

While the claims

it played an important role in fostering informed

arbout

of patients to make informed choices,

(See

14 and 30).

the quality of different professions may be inherently inoapable

of verification that does not obtain in this case as the use of the title Doctor of
Audiology deals
with professional qualifications which

ar:e capable

Dr. Engelmann and Dr. Berge) made

it

of verification. All three doctors (Drr. Husein,

clear that in determining to tell the public what their

quaiifications were in respr:ct of their clinical practices, they felt that consumers
of lLealth care
had a right to receive such information. Ms. Henry on behalf of the government
agree,d that one

of the basic tenets of the RHPA is to promote freedom of choice for consumers (AB&C Tab

p.

a3\

and that

19

it is important for rthe public to know what academic and clinical training the

provider of health care has. (AB&C Tab 19

p. 440-44I). Those views

are supporl.ed by the

HPRAC advice, the Registrar's Submission and are in accord with the principles expounded in
R. v. Guignardl2002l S.C."l. No. 16, atpara23 (A.BA Tab 5).

29.

The evidence supports the engagement of s.

2 (b) protection

as: (a) the resfiction

compromises patients' ability to make informed decisions and rational choices wherL
selecting

health care providers; (b) removes the opportunity to participate in the marketplace of ideas and
to rcahze one's professional self-ac$ievement; (c) it compromises the public interest in obtaining
information concerning objective fapts relevant to the practice. In other words useful inLformation
is restricted without iusl.ification.

11

30'

The Panel eroneouLsly found that s.2(b) uras not engaged
or breached and the case of the

College Of Physicians And Surgeons Of Ontario v. Larsen
t19S7l O.J. No. 1106, (ABA Tab 6)
dispositive

. rn Larsen Justice

Holland fbund no breach of s. 2 (b) by applying an analysis
which

has long been rejectecl by the Supreme Courl of Canada
not only in

the case of

Ro

cket but also

in other cases such as RJ.,R-MacDonald Inc. v. canada
[1gg5] 3 s.c.R. 1gg. (AI]A Tab 7)
(Where even in dissent

a1.

paru 58, I24 La Forest J. refers to the concession of the
Attorney

General that2(b) is errgagerJ) and Keegstra, svpra(ABA Tab

2)

Further they erroneously found

they were bound to follow Larsen, The Panel wes not bound
to follow Larsen. Domtar Inc. v.
Quebec [1993] S,C. J. -/5 atparu91 (AI]A Tab 8); Weber v. Ontario Hydro
tl9951 S.C.J. No. 59

at pata 14 (ABA Tab

9),

The inquiry shoukl have been on s.1 where Larsen would be

distinguished by the fbct that there was an entirely different evidentiary
record prese^ted befbr.e
them not the least of which contained the Registrar's Submission
and the HpRAC ad.,,rice. R. v.

Carter [2015] s'c,J. 5 para 44 (ABA Tab 10); canadaAttornelt General
v. Bedford[2013]

72para42, (ABATab

31'

Where, as

in

scc

11)"

this; oase, the ipurpose

longer be valid (the HPRA'G finding

thfi it

of the impugned provision has been shown to

can no longer be said to be

no

in relation to health) the

legislation fails the irritinl test of const:itutional validity. R. v, Big
M Drug Mart Ltd. t19s5l
S.C.J. No, 17

atparaT9-g3,142-I4j (Al:lA Tab I2).

ISSUE 2: WHETHER T]"{E GOVERIYMENT CAN JUSTIT-Y A
BREACH OF S. 2(B) OF
THE CIIARTER UNDER S" 1 OF TIJE CHARTER

s.

I

32'

Analysis: Burden of .proof anid Standards to be met by the Government
At the first stage ollthe s.

1

[nalysis, the burden is on the government to demonstrate that

the law is one "prescribecl" , thatthe,law has a specific objective
or purpose which is pressing and

I2
substantial and that the mr:ans chosen are proportional to that
objective.
proportionate

A law will only be

if (1) the rreans adoptecl are rat:lonally connected to that objective; (2) it is

minimally impairing of the right

in question; and (3)

there is proportionality between the

deleterious and salutary effects of tlle law. It is the Government's
burden to demonstrate each of

the three prongs are met. Regina v. oakes,
t19861 1 s.c.R. 103 para 65-7r (ABA Tab 13),
Canada (Attorney General) v. Bedford, supra at para 126

(ABA rl);

RJR-MacDonald

Inc.

supra, para

125-729, (ABA TabT)

The First Requirement: ,lprescribgd Illr

33'

_Law'o

The government must first establish that the infringement is "prescribed
by law,,. This

incotporates the o'vaguenerss doctrine". Accordingly, the government
must show that the

restriction on the right to freedom of express on held by Dr. Berge is
neither vague and

is

capable of a constant and settled meaning.
Nova Scotia Pharmar:euticals Sociefii 1199212. S.C,R, 901 par.a 2g,39-41,52-53 (AB,ar
Tab
14)
R. v, Morale,s

ll992l2

S.C.R,

7lt

a.tpara16_17,19_21(ABA Tab 15)

34, If the measure doers not meet tire standard of prescribed

by law, that is the end of the

inquiry and the limita.tion is unconstitulional. The standard applies to
all enactments including
administrative Nova Scotia Pharmaceuti.cals para 69-10 (ABA Tab l1);Morales,
paru 19 (ABA

Tab 15). If the requirements of prescribed by law are not met, the Oakes
test is not necessary
because the limitation of fi'eedom is not legally authorized and, in
turn,

legal

authoriz:,ation

only

comes from the law being prescribe{.

35'

The central vaguertess question is whether s. 33 of the RHpA sufficiently
identifies the

type of conduct that gives rise to

t[e offence ovided by application of

whether the section limits enforc{ment discr ion. The vagueness
i

s, 40 (2) and (3) and

in the application of

the

i3
legislation and lack of a lirnit to enforcement is seen in the Position of the College, Ilecause of
that Position the RHPA is unclear in its application as to when the title doctor can be
used or

what the abbreviation which is prohibited consists of. Is

it

,,doc,,,

or ,,Dr.,, or s'me other

variation? Considering the penalty for br:each of s. 33 is not only $25,000 for first offe'ce
and up

to $50,000 for a subsequent offence or $50,000 and $200,000 in relation to a corporation, it is
imperative that s.33(1) bottrr on its fzrce and in its application be clear and certatn;both
in respect

of its purpose and its efftot. The fact that the College chose not to take the alleged breach of
section 33 into the court but to deal with it as a discipline matter does not prevent the
Appellant

from invoking the riglrts of others to strike the prc,vision,
R. v. Ferguson, 120081 S.C,C. 6 at para 59,

36.

6l (ABA Tab

1

6)

Allison Henry agreed that s. 33 was an absolute prohibition on its face and the wor.d

doctor could not be used except by those listed in s. 33

(2),It could not be used as il prefix or

suffix, (AB&C Tab 19 p. 442-443); Neither the College nor the government ever explained the

ability or the rationale of the College to advise

i1;s

members that they could use the term doctor

nor the confusion caused by the College Positiorr especially in the face of the prohibition of ,,a
variation or abbreviation or equivalent in anothel language" in s,33 and the language in s.33(3)

"In this section "abbreviation "includes an abbreviation of a variation,'.
37

.

Dr. Berge's reference to the biased focus on her and her practice to the exclusi<ln of other

members who use their degree designation and who have held positions within the College (such
as

Dr' Roseanne Mcllamee, a mernber of Council) shows an arbtfianness in enforcement

thereby the failure of the law to limirt enlbrcemenl,.

(AB&c rab 20 p.

aa1D.

and

I4

38'

There

is also an ;absence of any speci:hc provision in the College Rules or in

Regulations regarding the use

of the titie. Mri. Willems for the College

the

stated the Rules

respecting advertising were on their website, rvere
"proposed and treated as

a standard of

practice" even though no1: approved. The so called
standard of practice didn,t have to be
approved and didn't have to be in writing (which

it wasn,t). When

asked how is one to know

what not to do in advance if it doesn't exist in writing,
Ms. willems never provides an answer.

(AB&C Tab 21, p, 445, 44'1, 445-446\.

39'

There is nothing strrecific in any regulation which ind,icates
what should or should not be

put in advertising. The College relies on a proposed standard
of practice dealing with *dvertising
regulations from 1996 (wh-ich has never been put into effect).
Ms. Willems stated ,,b't certainly
the prohibition on the use of the doctor is not in the advertising
regulation in any event.

It is in

the RHPA." (AB&C Tab2,I p. 448+450).

40'

Based on the evidence of Ms. Willems alone, the law regarding
the use of the

ljtle doctor

is vague and cannot be said to be "pfescfibed". The first part
of s. 1 cannot be said to be met.

Albertav. Hutterian Bretheten of wilson ()olony,
[2009] s,c.J. No. 37 para39_
40 (ABA Tab 17)

4l'

HPRAC recommends the,use of the tltle by persons with the qualifications
of the

Appellant and the discarding of the present statutory form as not
being related the healith rnatters.

(AB&C Tab 1l p.171\). I{PRAC'A recommendations contained in
their advice was besed on
sound public policy, backed by soli.d analysis and formulated
with the involvement o1 hundreds

of people. (AB&C Tab

1

t, p.116-11i7).
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42.

No evidence was led in this

to show that s. 33 as it exists has any pressing

case

substantial objective let alone one whioh is able to

and

limit freedom of expression. There is no

cogent evidence led by the government to support the position that s. 33 and s. a0(2)(d) had as its
purpose the creation of an offence on the basis th.at using the title doctor by anyone olher than a

medical physician was halmfu to anyone's health. The purpose
lessening

of s. 33 is said to be the

of confusion betwee a4d among various groups. Leaving

govemment

to lead any oogent

evidence

aside the lailure

of the

of confusion caused by using the title doctor of

audiology and the lack of any suchteviclence in existence as seen in the HPRAC advice and the
Registrar's Submissions, tlte only eVidence that exists supports there being no confusion.

43.

The advertising by other audiologists without prosecution by the College confinns this.

See the advertisement

in the Ottawa Family Living

Rosanne Lavallee-McNanlee, a mpmber

doctor. (AB&C

Magazine,

of the ICRC of

fall 2012 edition, wherein

ther College, describes herself as a

Tab 2,2 pt. 451-45Q). See also the web sites

of many Colleges members who

refer to themselves or are referre{ to as Doctor, despite ther wording of s.33 of the RHPA.

(AB&C Tab22 pages 45'.Za- 452n).
44.

Allison Henry adn:ritted thz{t no'where in the RHPA or in the Coliege regulations is there

any listing of the rationale for beirfg able to preclude the use of the title doctor on the basis of
avoiding confusion. Alliscn Henry state:d that when the Ministril passes a regulation exempting a

particular profession fronr the prqhibition of r.rsing the title doctor and those individuals

as

members of those Co11e5;es are able to use the title doctor', there may still be confusion in the use

of the term doctor, T'he intention of

the)

legislation, according to Allison Henry, was to allow for

there to be less confusion as opposed to no confusion.

(AB&C Tab

23, p.453-458).

I6

45.

A

causal connection between the infringement and the benefit sought on ttLe basis

reason or logic must

exist.

RJR

of

McDonald Inc. v. Canada supra atparagraph 153 (AIIA 1ab7),

R. v. Carter, supra atparagg (ABA Tab 10).

46. It is clear that the means phosen by the present legislative scheme is not rationally
connected to the objective, That there were other rmeans used to recognize exceptions to s, 33 (1)

is seen in s. 33(2) and s.33(1.1) 33(2.1). Heruy agreed there are many ways to distinguish
amongst the various professions.

47

.

(AB&C Tab 24 p. 459-46I),

HPRAC's advice t:eveals that there is no connection between the use of the ti1le and any

health-related objectives and sets out a draft. set of requirements showing other means can be
chosen which arc rutionally connected to the objective of preventing confusion

in the minds of

the public and protecting the public, which draft is supported by the College through its
Registrar, (AB&C Tzrb 11 p.174)

48.

The uncontradicled evidenoe in this case reveals that the absolute prohibition captures

advertising as well as passing infonnation to patients which is not unprofessional or rnisleading.

The complete prohibition in the use of the title doctor in a clinical setting does not meet the
objective of promoting professionalism and avoi<ling irresponsible and misleading advertising,
that is the object. Acr:ordi.ngly it dqes rLot meet

1;he

if

rational connection test and the sovernment

has failed to satisfy its burrien in this reglard.

the limit on the right to be reasonably tailore<l to the
I

t7
pressing and substantial goal put forward to justify the

limit.

Another way

of putting

this

question is to ask whether there are less harmful nreans of achieving the legislative goal.
Alberta y. Hutterian jlrethren of Wilson Colony, supra at paru 53 (ABA Tab 17)

50.

When the use of the title doctor is situated in the context of the entire legislative scheme

of the RHPA and paLticularly the exemptions in s. 33(2) and 33(1.1) it is
inescapable conclusion

an

that s. 33 does not have any internal limitations which support the

conclusion that the extent to which it impairs free,Jom of expression is done minimally.

51.

The advertisi.ng arrd use of the: title dootor is not inherently misleading or inherently

unprofessional. No evidenoe was led in support such a claim. The prohibition is therefore overly

broad in that

it

captures all who use the title and deliver health care even though

it

should only

ban those who are not mernbers of Colleges, have not earned the title as a professional clinical

degree,

or who have put forth testimonials and superlatives which cannot be

Section 33

is overly

br:oad, prohlbits conduct which has no connection

verifiable.

with heatth and

is

therefore unconstitutional" As well the means selected by the iegislature are broader than
necessary

to achieve state objective. This over breadth and

vagueness results

in the provision

being unconstitutionerl" Morales, supri;L para28-30 (ABA Tab 15). R. v. Heyvood

S.C.R.767para47-54 (AIIATab 18); I:ledfordsupra,

ll994l

3

paraII2,ll3 (ABATab 11). Accordingly

the infringement of .Dr. Elerge's rfghts is substantial and inhibits her and her colleagues in

a

significant way for makinpl her credentials known to potential patients.

52.

Ms. Henry concecled that the HPRAC aclvice and the l{egistrar's Submissions was some

evidence to support

it being necesspl'y and appropriate for Audiologists to be able to use the title.

(AB&C Tab 25 p. 452-463). Fulther, it was her opinion that

if

there was a public interest

18

argument to be made to extend thr: doctor title that favoured the public
interest and not the
professional interest, then that is a oonsideration as to whether
the title should be granted to the
profession. Also that the extension would serve the public
well. She did not agree with the view

that

it

should be narrowed in circunrstances whele expanding

it would

serve the public and not

merely the profession, (AEt& C T ab,25, p. 464-465).

53.

The impugned provisions clo not meet the minimal impairment
test as there are less

harmful means of achieving the legislative goal, whatever that goal
may be. Ms. Henry agreed

that there arc many diffc:rent ways

one

can lrrotect consumers from deceptive marketing

techniques raised by using the title;doctor. (AB&C Tab 25

p. 466-467); (Rocket, supra para 4-

42). (ABA Tab 4),

54'

S. 33 of the

Iu{Pl.

and the other provisions set out in the Notices of Hearing allegations

are not tailored to meet 1he needs

of the public and cannot be justified as being the least

restrictive means by whiclL the freec{om is curtailed. The legislative provisions
regarding the use
of the term doctor, as seen in other provinces such as Alberta and
Manitoba, states in the United
States, and the evidence frrlm HPRAC and the Registrar demonstrates
that the present provision

in s' 33 of the RHPA and t.he other provisions

set out in the Notices of Hearing allegations do not

reflect less intrusive meansi that can be utilized

ire

order for the Legislature to protect freedom

of

expression and to carry out the manclate of protecting the public
under the RHpA.

The Proportionalify Requirement

55'

The test under the ihird brarLch of the oalces analysis is whether
the overall effects of the

law on doctors of audiololgy is disfroportionate to the government's
objective. (See Hutterian
I

Brethren supra atparaT3). (ABA dab 17).

I9

56'

The effect on Dr' Berge
as a result of the application
of the statutory provisions is
seen in
paragraphs 34 to 37 of
her affidaviit. (AB&C Tab 26 p.
468_470). This shows
the impact of the
protracted six years of dealing
with the discipline matter (instead
of the 150 days it was required
to be dealt with) none of
which it is contradicted or cross-examined
on and all of which supports
the position that even if there
werr; a constitutionar purpose
to section 33 this effect makes
the
legislation unconstitutional.

'

The complete pr'hibition imposed
on using the title doctor is
disproportionate to the
objective and does not satisfy
the pr:oportionality test. There
is no evidence of the salutary
effects
of the objective of the legislation
requiring the means chosen.
The nanow pu{pose was said
to
57

be the avoidance of confur;ion
with medical doctors. Given
the expanding list of those chosen
by

the Minister this nanow st'teme't
of purpose does not satisfy
the proportionality test.

58'

An audiologist sh'uld be able to
convey information that
would be useful to the public

and present no danger: whatsoever
of m,isleading the public or
undercutting professionalism.
The

suggestions

of

changes

proportionality between

in legislation by HPRAG and the
Registrar show that there

is not

present effect of the legislative
provisions and the objective.
Indeed
the present objective and
elfect shows that the effect is
clearly to prohibit expression
which in no
way furthers the objectiver c,f protecting
the public.
l;hr:l

59'

The benefits of all'wing DJctors
of Audiology to call themselves
bythe title doctor is
beneficial to patients and is
in accord with the duty of the
Minister as set out in s. 3 of the
RH'A
which fixes a duty on the vtinister
t9 ensure that individuals have
access to services provided
by
health professionals of thei.
choice. ]rn. u.rr.nt of giving
information to patie'ts is seen
in the
uncontradicted evidence of
Dr' ettgi Dr, Hussein and Dr.
Engelmann. The fact thatthe
Doctor
i

20

of Audiology is the enfi:y level
speaks to there being

term.

60'

clegree

to practice for audiologists in
all of the United

States

no discernib'te negative impact
on public safety and health
by the use of the

Measures disproportionate

c'J'c. in Bedford, at pan

to the State,s objective was
also described

by Mclachlin

(ABA Tab 11) which on application
here in relation to the
audirrlogists from the absorute
prohibition in s. 33 (1) yields
the

103,104

Minister's refusal to exe.mpt

result that the provision is
disprop.rtionate to the objective
of the law.

SDICTION TO HOLD A DISCIPLINE

1.-H3il, Jf;?^#o"thi5,fl
61'

ontario Regulation 749193 defining
professional misconduct
contains no French version,
is in conflict with the rigxits guara'teed
in s. 86 0f the l{HpA and is no
force or effect in law.
(AB&C Tab 27, p. 4-/I_47e.

62'

where there is a consolidated statute
which has a bilinguar text, the
English and French
versions of Acts an<l Regulations
that are enacted or made in both
languages are equally
authoritative' The French and
Enghish t'ersions of a bilingually
enacted statute have

equal status
and neither is to be prefen'ed
over the other' where there
is a bilingual statute and regulations
passed thereunder' both
must be examined in order to
identify the intent of the legisiative
act.

where there is any ambiguity in

eittlLer

will prevail.

provision, French or Engrish,
the version which is crearer

?ishrs 119:i35r q c,J..Nga36
a!para125; (ABA Tab 19),
elligence
Act (Can)
^Jervice

it:'&;K,\^!o"i',if"

Buick

Ltd' v'

rrtew

1ioti1F,i,j, X", rs:o

",paru86

Brunswick lrs8zlN.B.r, No.
3e7 at paras r8 ro

2I

63'

The Notices of l{earing pharge
a breach of

s.l of o.

purports to deal with wh*t
constihrtes professional misconduct.

p' 46-50)' That regulation is

enaoted pursuant

I(eg 74glg3 which Regulation

(AB&c

Tab 6,

p.

40_45; Tab 7,

to a bili'gual statute. However,
the Reguiation,

allowing for the eharging of the
offence has no French version
and therefore, the Regulation is
void.

64'

The guarantee found in s, 86 of
the RHPA mandates that any
subordinate legislation,
such as regulations' must be passed
in both English and French in order
to be varid, as
regulations are part of the Act'
The failure to provide for a
French version of the Reguration
conflicts with the legislative right
that exists in s. g6.
Manitoba Language Rights
Lrggzl s, c. J, No. 2 para 10-15,

(ABA Tab 22\

65'

subordinate legislation cannot
conflict with its parent legislation.
where the legislation
provides for rights and the
regulation passed pursuant to
that legislation does not enable the
exercising of those rights, the
inconsistent subordinate legislation
is ultra vires.
Belanger v. The KinSy

e9l6),

54 S,C,R. 265 page7,

B

(ABA

Tab 23\.

66'

The Appellant has the right to
the benefit of a finding of invalidity
of a legislative
provision even though the unconstitirtional
effect is not clirected at her per
se.

R. v, Big M Drug Ma.rt Ltd. supra
para39_40 (ABA Tab l2).

'

The failure to provide for a French
version of the Regulation setting
out the acts which
constitute professional misconduct
i putsr at a disadvantage and
creates an inequality between
those who speak English artd
those 'ivho sneak French. Further,
where a person is charged with a
breach of the English version
of tle Regulation and is denied an
opportunity to determine
67

I

22

whether there

is any arntriguity arising from tire English version of the statutory

provision

creating the alleged profesrsional misconduct which could be resolved by clear language

in

a

French version, the member is denied her rights.
Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology Act 1991, S,O, 1991, c.19 (AB&C Tab28,p.416-478)
Loi de 1991 sur les Aucliologistes et les Orthophonists,L,O.1997, c19; (AB&C Tab28,p.479-482)
Legislation Act,2006 Sl0 2006, c. 21 Sch F., S. 30 (1) (3), 65, 66,98 (4), 98 (5), 99 (3),99 @);

(AB&C T ab 28, p.483 -486)
Reginav. Macl2002l1SCR 856: para4,5,6 (ABA Tab24);
Reginav, Daoustl2004l SCC 6 pan26-31 (ABA TabZS)

ISSUE 4: WHETHER. T}IE COL]LEGE HAS JURISDICTION TO HOLD A DISCPLINE
HEARING ALL,EGING A BREACH OF REGULATION 749193 WHERE REGULATION
749193T5 ULTRA WRES

68.

O.Reg.749l93 sets out provisions which either go beyond the grant of power found in the

enabling legislation or rnerely mirror t.he Code rand are therefore, ultra vires. Accordingly, the
College had no jurisdiction to hold a Discipline Elearing.

69,

The Regulation mlrking polver is contained in s, 95(1) of the Code. Amongst the powers

delegated to the College Council is the power to make regulations; (a) respecting the promotion

or advertising of the practice of the profession (s. 95(1)(1)); (b) regulating orprohibiting the use

of the terms, titles arrd dersignatiorLs by

memberrs

in respect of their practice (S. 95(1Xp)) and

defining professional misconduct fcrr thr: pu{poses of clause 51(1) (c) (s.95(1) (1)).

70,

The allegations i.n the Notice of Hearing chalging breaches of O,Reg.749193, s, l,

clauses 34 and 16, breach the Rule against sub-delegatiorr and constitute an invalid delegation

of

legislative power as they merely lnirror the grant of power provided by the Regulated Health
Professions

Act.

Accord.ingly, thGrse portions of the Statement of Allegations relying on s.

clauses 34 and 16 shoulcl have beerr dismissed.
Brant Dairy Co. v. Ontqrio (Az{ilkCommission) 11973) S.C.R.131 page 8, 10; (ABA Tab26);

1,

23

"ffiW;:ff,:,f;t';,';if
vr r @u"c:tri,,1,;,i::;,18;pase2,3(ABArab27);
'^eotr Lsrate L'ompanies
Tab

zg);

t;!:;!;'&;;:(:{;;rcanada Emptovment and

v, Toronto llg7gl'2 SCR 2 page
5, 6 (ABA

rmmigration commissionlres3t

1 FC 7e0

71'

The regulation making po-./er
set out in s. 95(1) of the
code does not support the power
to make o'Reg 749193' s' 1 clause
37 andis therefore urtra vires,Accordingly,
the portion of the
Statement of Ategations nelying
on s, 1, clause 37 ought to have
been dismissed.

ix*r;;#;n'.of

l"rofessionat Engineers (200e)ee
Admin L.R. 2es

(BccA) para re-32

72'

The regulation making po\'ver r;et
out in s. 95(1) of the code does
not support the power
to make o'Reg 749193' s' 1 clause
31 and is therefore ultravires.
The power is not fo'nd in s.

95(1xi) of the code granting pow5lr
to make regulations "defining professional
misconduct for
the purpose of clause 51( l
)(c) of the code" as it does not contain any
definition of professional
misconduct and its breadth is far
beyond any acts envisioned by
s,g5(1)fi). Accorclingly, the
portions of the Statement of Allegations
relying on s. 1 clause 31 ought
to have been dismissed.

Yn'X";f;u'

.ontario

(Minister of Heatrh)
lreesl o,J. No, 16ee (c,A,) para52-63

73'

Rather than cteating a Regplation
which creates a prohibition within
the parameters of
the enabling legislatic'n' o'Reg
749/93 purports to arrogerte to
the councl of the college a' of
the legislative powers foumd in
the l6:gislation and some powers
not so found.

74'

The failure of the l{egulation
to define the desired regulations
leaves the reader and any
person subject to the R'egulation
in a por;ition where they carurot know
what might constitute an

offence' The failure to de'fine the

standards

in the Regu.[ation aliows for the sub-delegate,

the

24

college council' to decicle on a case-by-case
basis, thus enabling the delegate
to establish one set
ofrules for one person or group and adifferent
set ofrules for another , creatingthe potential
for
discrimination in favour <lf, or against, a particurar
individual or group.
R' v' sandrer

rr97,l o'J' No r6s4 (c.A,)

para 8-19 (ABA Tab 32)

IIHE DII]CPLINE COMMI'TTEE HAS JURISDICTION
TO

licH oF s.33(1)

AND s. 40(2) oF,THE REGaLATED HEALTH

75'

The Notices of Fl.earing allege abreach
of s. 33(1) of the RHPA. The wording of the
Notices and the finding of the Panel results
in the incontrovertible fact that a finding of
professional miscon<luct in this c4se
resulted in a finding of guilt in relation
to s. 33(1) and s.
40(2)' This indirect method of prosecuting a breach
of a section of the RHpA must find support
in the Act or the Regulations. There is no
such
support.

76'

The Discipline c.mmittee coutrd not deal
with offences as it is not a court. Allowing
it

to do so usurps the firnction of the couft, It
is only after the offence of a breach
of s. 33 of the
Act has been proven in court beygnd a reasonable
doubt that the breach can found disciplinary
action' Administrative tribunals ar'; not and cannot
become courts. If they were'o act as
such,
they would be in breach o1'the Provincial
offences Act and.the courts of Justice
Act.
Courts

o.f Justicelcl R.S,O. 19t90 c,43,s,
34, 35, 36,37,3ti,
Provincial offences,4cl R,s,o, 7990, c,33,r.t p"nnition, 3g(2) and 40.
or,,oit"nce,, ,,court,, ,Judge,,
'Justice") 2l-60. (AFI&C Tab it9 p. 4g7_499).

77.

The prohibition in s. 33 of the FLI{PA
and the subsections creating offences
(s.40(2) and

40(3)) make

it

clear, whe,n revier,yed

in combination with the Courts of Justice Act

and, the

Provincial offences Act thatjudgilrg breaches
of s. 33 is for a court. That the Legislature
intended the provinciat Olfences Aq:t to govern
is seen by s. 42.1 of the RHPA which exempts

25

only s'76 of the Provinc:ial offertces
Act from a prosecution for an offence
under the RHpA
calling for the application of
ali other provisions of the provincial
offences Act.

78'

The provisions

.f

s. 40(r), 40(3) and 42,r ofthe
RHpA and 51(1xa) and 51(1Xc)

(AB&c Tab 30 p' 500) of the code
also make it clear that the
Legisrative intent, both by
necessary implication ancl
the language used, was meant
to exclude Discipline committees
from

"ttying" alleged

breachesr ("offen{:es")

express mention of a breach

of s.33 of the Regulated Health professions
Act.

The

of s' 33 as an "offence" and the clear
distinction between a member being

found guilty of an offence and a
menrber committi ng an actof
professionar misconduct further
show a
legislative intention to leave the
alleged breach of s. 33 to the courts
where the individual charged

full benefit of the procedut'al and

has the

sulbsta'tive protection afforded
a person accused

of committins

an

offence.

R' v' Rahim11977l o.J' No' 2583 (ont.
Gen. Sess.) para40-51. (ABA
Tab 33)

79'

Finally, clause 5x(1) of the code clearly
speaks to the difference between
a member
being found to have oomnftted an
inct of professional misconduct
as defined in the Regulations
(51(1)(c)) and a memrrer having
"been found guilty of an offence,, (51(1)(a)).
ISSUE 6: WHETHER

Sftil#rt
80'

TIIE COLLEC}E HAS JURISDICTION
TO HOLD
oF coMplrANb;w.u rHE co;n-. A DISCPLINE

illH#irflK'

The Notices of HeaLring in fite numbers
R09-02 and

rvo RET.ERRAL

cl1-11

are

nullities

as they were not
properly referred to the Discipline
committee by the Inquiries complaints
& Reports committee
(hereinafter referred to as tlLe ,,ICRC,,).

81'

Neither of the referrals from the ICRC
were of a "specified allegation,,of
the member,s
professional misconduct ali require<I
b;, Regurated Health professions Act procedural
code

26

("code")' s' 26(1)' para' 1)' (AB&c
llab 31 p. 501). The ICRG merely
referred ,,this matter,, in
file number R0g-02, and "this file"
in c11-11, (AB&c Tab 32 p,504_505,507-508).
o'specified
allegation" nleans a cornmittee cannot
merely refer a ,,matter,, or a ,,fiIe,,
to
discipline' There must be some
descliption of the conduct
being referred with the scope of
the
discipline hearing being confine<i
to those allegations actuaily of concern
to the refering
committee' This safeguard prevents
the prosecutor from adding
different allegations without the

concuffence of the statutory comrnittee
making the referral. The specified
allegations must be
carefully drafted because the proser;utor
will be confined to those allegations
on the prosecution.
Kupevan v. R3lat tloilege oJ'Dentar_surq?ons
of ontar.io (rgL2) 137 DLR
p. 8-11 (Onr, Div, ct,) supp.iuron,

(3d)

DLR 4"th ialio"i, Div. ct,), (ABA
Tab 34)

1446

82'

Ms' willems had to concede that there
is "no reference to specified allegations
here,, [in
the document referring to i.he referrol
to disciprinel (AB&c rab 33 p,
509_510).

83'

There is no proof that either ICR-C
Panel drafted the allegations
attached to the Notices of
Hearing' or that they had someone
Sise draft them and then, in accord
with the panel,s intention,
approved the specific allee;ations
and referred those very allegations
which they approved to the

Discipline committee' Express statutory
authority was required to validate
the procedure
adopted and none exists.

Hendersonv. c,p.s.o,
r20031o.J. No. 2213

84'

(ofi.c.A.)

paru26-30(ABA Tab 35)

while agreeing 1'hirt there is nothing in the
minutes to indicate how the matter
was

referred to discipline and then
somehow it turns into a specified
allegation, Ms. willems stated
that it is in the emails thai were
exo.lrangled that they have
claimed privilege over. (AI]&c
Tab
33 p. s10).
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85'

Ms' willems adrnitted thal the specified
allegation was drafted after the
ICRC meeting.

(AB&c Tab 33 p' 509' 510-511)

86'

and

ftat is also the case for the orher

matter of c11-11.

when asked what infornntion
was being refened to over
which the colrege oraim

solicitor-client and rleliberrative
priivilerge, Ms. willems
said that she could not tell
counsel what
that information was becituse
they were claiming privilege
over it. when asked to identify
what
the information was she said
it wels over the entire fires, email
exchanges with members of the
panel and communication
with legal counsel on the file, She
did not identif! the matter with any
further specificity. (AB&C Tab
33, p. 5i2_513).
87

'

The actual approval by thq panel
approving the allegations in reiation
to the Registrar,s

report or c11-11 was

n't

going to be provided. while
craiming the paner approved the
allegations that appeat in the
Notjce
'f Hearing, Ms. willems stated that support was in the
series of emails which they
were rLot going to reveal based
on deliberative privilege. (AB&c
Tab 33 p. s14-s1s).

88'

Ms' willems refused to pro:vide the
emails or any proof with respect
to the circulation of
the allegations' In fact, she admitteclthat
it was the prosecutor Mr. LeBlanc
who had, drafted the
specified allegations. (AIl6tC
Tab 33 p. 516,517_51g).

89'

Despite the fact that the cas'|' law
indicates that it is the function
of the committee itself

to draft the specific allegations and to
prove the specific allegations
that are referred to
discipline' Mr' LeBlanc refused to produce
documents indicating support
fbr compliance.
(AB&C Tab 33 p. 519-520).

28

90'

The process where,by somepne other than the panel members gives direction
to staff to

have someone other than tlhemselves draft the allegations is nowhere
found in the regulations or

in a rule or by-law of the College. It is only found in a handbook which contains instructions
that were given to counsel for the College with respect to the drafting
of the allegations, which in

turn had been refused to be producerl. (AB&c rab 33 p. 520-52r),

7: WHETHER TIIE PENAL:TY AND COSTS WERE MADE WITHOUT

ISSUE

JURISDICTION

91'.

The Appellant appeals against the penalty and costs imposed on October 25,2015.

Having found no evidence to suggest that the alleged misconduct ever put the public
in danger or

risk of harm meant that the penalty had to have a purpose which was reasonable and
connected
to the conduct found to be professional misconduct, The penaity imposed regarding
the ethics
course (a) had no statulory basis containing any statutory guidelines; (b) failed
to take into
account that the prior lettel of caution was not intended to be disciplinary

(AB&C

Tab 34

p.

52a)

(c) the Panel failed to note that the ICRC panel member R, Lavallee McNamee who signed the

Decision and Reasons

in

March 2009 subsequently used the title Dr.

in her advertising

demonstrating that it was ,not profossional misconduct to do so (AB&C Tab
34,

p'

a5l;

p.

525, Tab 22

(d) unlawfully dclegated lhe type of course to the Registrar who was in efflect the

prosecutor of the allegations; (e) was vague in relation to what
course should be taken;

(0

and

showed an inconsistency tletween the finding that there was no danger
or risk of harm and the
basing of the penalty on the public safety and transparency requirements set
out in the governing
legislation.

29

92'

The penaity of six inspections without any direction as to what is to be done
or by whom

is said to be imposed to provide an assurance that the Appellant would ,,remain
compliant,, and
basing the length of period of inspection on the length of time the Appellant ,,continued
to breach

the Regulation" was a finding based on no evidence and which failed
to take into account that
the caution letter was sent out just prior to the Registrars repofi founding
the disciplinary matter.

Further the Panel imposed the penalty on the basis of "un-governability,,
which basis is not

provided for in any statul.ory regulatoly or Rule provision. Salway
v. Assn. of professional
Engineers, supra, para28-1\2 (ABA Tab 30).

93.

The imposition of costs was in reality a penalty for noncompliance which,

called would have been limited to $35,000.00 (see RHPA s.51(2)

(5);

if

so properly

Rules of procedure of

Discipline Committee; Rule 13.01 (AB&C Tab 35). It was also excessive.

If

upheld it would

cast a chilling effect on aily member o.f the College from raising important legal
issues in their

defence. Further, the costs claimed and those awarded were unfairly not revealed
until the end of
the process.

A more fair process is seen in the per diem levy

set out by the College of physicians

and Surgeons in its regulations,

94'

The imposing of costs to the College for its counsel is contrary to natural justice
as no

proof of actual legal costs is allowed lty Rule 13.04(3). The awarding of costs for the panel
members and their counsel is also contlary to natural justice and has no basis in
the RHpA, the
Regulations or the Rules,

95.

The case raised issues whioh were novel and of some public importance as seen by the

intervention of the Attorney Gener{l of Ontario. It concemed the authority of the panel
tohear a
case not referred to

it with the speQificity of the allegations required and the issue of the use of

30

the title Dr. in light of the position of the Registrar and FIPRAC and s. 2(b) of the
Charter.
Accordingly there should be no order as to costs to be awarded to the College. (Henderson

v.

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario supra, paru 36 (ABA Tab 3 5); Smith v. Inco Ltd.

[2013] O'J' No. 5449 (Ont. C.A.) para 27-49 (ABA Tab 36); Boucher v. Public Accountants

Councilfor the Province

ctf

Ontario,2004 CanLII 14579 (ONCA) atparu26,37,3g. (ABA Tab

37).

PARTV-ORDERSOUIGHT

96.

That the appeal be allowed.

97.

That the Notices of Hearing with respect to CASLPO file numbers R09-02 and C11-11

dated December 7,2011 and February 3,2012be dismissed;

98.

That the penalty imposed by the panel be vacated.

99.

That the costs order imposefl by the panel be vacated.

100.

That section ll3, 40 (2) (3) in relation to s,33, and s.43 (i) (d) of the Regulated Health

Professions Actbe declared to be in breach of s.2(b) of the Charter of Rights and Freedomwhich
breach is not justified pursuant to s.1 of the Charter and is of no force or effect pursuant
to
s.

52(1) of the ConstitutionAct"lg\2.

101.

Such further and other relief as counsel may advise and This Honourable Court deem

just.

A11

of which is respectfully subryitted this

/8'

tnday of Februar
Morris

of

8'l

for the
Dr. Brenda Berge

Court File No. 2I9/15

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF' JUSTICE
(DrvrsroNAl COURT)

BETWEEN:
BRENDA BERGE
Appellant

-andTHE CPLLEGE OF' AUDIOLOGISTS
AND SPEECII-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS OF ONTARIO AND
TIIE ATTORI\EY GENERAL OF ONTARIO
Responding Parties

CERTIFICATE

I

estimate that 3 hours

will

be needed for my oral argument of the appeal, not

including repiy. An order under

61,"09(2)

DATED at Toronto this,r

of February, 2016.

{thday

(original record and exhibits) is not required.

MORRIS MANNING, Q.C.
PROFES SIONAL CORPORAII'ION
Barristers at Law
337 Spadina Road

Toronto, Ontario MsP 2V5

Morrjs Manning, Q.C. (10863R)
mmq

c@ m

Tel:

Fax:

orrisn Lanning. com

(41,6) 304-0841,
(41.6) 304-1520

Lawyers for the Appellant,
Brenda Ber:ge
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